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M240 SLR
requires shipment to FFL

M240/M249 Dual Purpose Gun Cradle

Ohio Ordnance Works, Inc. is pleased to offer our unique, re-engineered,
patented, belt-fed, semi-automatic version of the M240 machine gun.
Delivering up to minute-of-angle (MOA) accuracy, high capacity, and
proven durability, this weapon is ideal for situations which require highly
accurate, sustained, controlled fire.
The M240-SLR is dimensionally identical to the M240, and is able to integrate
into any M240 mounting system. The most noticeable difference between the
M240-SLR and the M240 machine gun is that the SLR fires from a closed bolt.
Many of the internal parts of the firearm have been redesigned, introducing an
entirely new breed of M240.
The bolt and trigger groups are new and not interchangeable with the original
M240. These new internal parts are all manufactured by OOW at our ISO certified
facility where we are able to ensure that quality meets our stringent standards.
While the internal mechanism of the firearm has been redesigned, we’ve kept it
simple. The M240-SLR requires only two tools to break it down. All other actions
such as barrel changing, loading, feed cover functions, etc. remain the same as
the original M240.
In field tests, using match ammunition, a randomly chosen weapon easily
produced minute-of-angle groups at 100 yards. In both single and rapid fire
(400 rpm) tests, absolutely no malfunctions were experienced with the gun
… a true testament to its superb engineering.
Firearm includes: (2500) M-13 Links, Cleaning Kit, Parts Pouch, Sling with Hook
Assembly, Regulator Scraper, Plastic Lubricant, Needle Nose Pliers, Brass Hammer,
Spanner Wrench, Combination Scraper Tool, Assembly Tool, Safety Glasses,
Ruptured Cartridge Case Extractor, Front Sight Combo Adjusting Tool, Disassembly
Tool, Operating & Technical Manual, M240 Custom Cut Hard Plastic Case.

12976814-SLR ...................................................................$13,917.53
Call for dealer pricing. Must submit valid FFL.
See page 33 for shipping instructions.

OHIO ORDNANCE WORKS, INC.

Large Pintle. New manufacture.

750000 ............................................... $979.38
Small Pintle. New manufacture.

750000A ............................................ $979.38
“...a semi-automatic only version of the M240B that meets and exceeds all
BATFE regulations for firearms of this type…”
Shotgun News, M240-SLR: A Satisfying Substitute. February 2009 by Peter G. Kokalis

Specifications
Caliber
Finish
Operation
Feed
Weight Empty
Length Overall
Barrel

Barrel Length
Sights

7.62 x 51mm
Phosphate
Closed bolt, semi-automatic.
M-13 Links
24.2 pounds

“When the terms ‘Belt-fed’ and ‘Minute of Angle’ actually meet in the
same sentence, it is unlikely the firearm discussed is anything
other than the OOW M240 SLR.”

M240 SLR Spade Grip Assembly
New manufacture.

12597057-SLR ...............................$1,237.11

Small Arms Review, The M240 SLR from Ohio Ordnance Works, Inc. Infinite
Capacity. Surgical Accuracy. February 2009 by Jeff W. Zimba

47.5 inches with flash hider.
Four grooves with a uniform
right hand twist of one turn
in 12 inches.
20 inches
Open adjustable iron.

“It came as no surprise that no malfunctions were experienced with the M240
SLR and with proper ammunition and gas setting, as well as normal cleaning
and lubrication, I can’t imagine one having a single malfunction with it during
a lifetime of shooting.”
Special Weapons, Ohio Ordnance M240-SLR. The World’s Most Popular Medium Machine
Gun — 1-MOA Accurate. October 2008 by Gary Paul Johnston
“is available to civilian shooters who want to experience the impressive
performace of our military’s M240 “Bravo”-granted without full-auto
capability, but also without the cost and paperwork hurdles that must be
overcome to obtain a machine gun.”
Shooting Illustrated, A “Bravo” for Your Backyard June 2012 by Gary Paul Johnston
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